The ocean represents the largest reservoir of reactive nitrogen (N) on Earth, containing about five times more bioavailable N than terrestrial systems ([@r1]). Populations of chemoautotrophic microorganisms living in the energy-starved dark ocean (below the sunlit layer) exploit reduced inorganic N supplied by sinking organic matter to fuel chemosynthesis, resulting in the accumulation of nitrate, the fully oxidized form of N that fuels new production in the ocean when deep water masses upwell into the energy-rich sunlit zone. While there are reports of complete nitrification activity in a single organism (comammox) in terrestrial systems ([@r2][@r3]--[@r4]), in the oceans, the conversion of ammonia (hereafter defined as combined ammonia and ammonium) to nitrate is thought to be exclusively controlled by a partnership between ammonia- and nitrite-oxidizing microorganisms.

It is assumed that nitrite oxidation is tightly coupled to ammonia oxidation in the ocean, as nitrite is always present at concentrations approximately equal to ammonia and one to three orders of magnitude lower than nitrate, suggesting a rapid consumption of nitrite once it is made available ([@r5][@r6]--[@r7]). Two exceptions are the primary nitrite maximum at the base of the euphotic zone ([@r8]) and the secondary nitrite maximum in the oxygen minimum zone ([@r9]). Ammonia-oxidizing archaea (AOA), assigned to the phylum *Thaumarchaeota*, are thought to control ammonia oxidation to nitrite in oligotrophic conditions because of their significantly higher affinity for ammonia (e.g., the half-saturation constant *K*~m~ of *Nitrosopumilus maritimus* is ∼132 nM total ammonia) ([@r10]) compared to ammonia-oxidizing bacteria. These observations suggest that marine nitrite-oxidizing bacteria (NOB), among which populations of *Nitrospina* and *Nitrospira* are most ubiquitous ([@r11][@r12][@r13]--[@r14]), have similarly high affinities for nitrite. However, cultured representatives of NOB mainly originate from nonoxygenated oceanic environments, and their *K*~m~ values are orders of magnitude higher than those of marine AOA ([@r10], [@r15][@r16][@r17][@r18][@r19][@r20][@r21]--[@r22]). Only one recent study showed that the half-saturation constant *K*~s~ (254 ± 161 nM) for nitrite oxidation is of the same magnitude as that of marine AOA in the low-oxygen seawater of the Eastern Tropical North Pacific (ETNP) ([@r23]), where nitrite concentrations are in the micromolar range, suggesting that the *K*~s~ for nitrite might be even lower in oceanic regions with lower nitrite concentration. Nitrite-oxidation kinetics in the ocean are poorly constrained relative to the substrate affinity for ammonia-oxidation processes, hindering understanding and efforts to model the homeostatic N cycle that fuels much of the energy-limited dark ocean.

Although the two steps of nitrification are assumed to be tightly coupled and, thus, at a steady state, oxidation of nitrite yields less energy than the oxidation of ammonia ([@r5]), which leads to less bioavailable energy to fuel chemoautotrophic growth by nitrite oxidation in the dark ocean. However, recent studies reported that dark ocean carbon (C) fixation by marine NOB is unexpectedly much higher than that by AOA ([@r11]), suggesting that marine NOB assimilate inorganic C via a far more energy-efficient autotrophic pathway than the 3-hydroxypropionate/4-hydroxybutyrate (HP/HB) C-fixation cycle in AOA or utilize additional sources of energy for C fixation.

We sought to resolve these confounding explanations and clarify the flux of C fixed through nitrification by combined environmental and culture-based analyses. We performed a comprehensive analysis of ammonia and nitrite oxidation in the South China Sea (SCS) and the Western Pacific Ocean (WP) ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)), combining gene- and transcript-level analyses with a kinetic analysis of ammonia- and nitrite-oxidation rates. Those studies were then complemented by a corresponding characterization of pure cultures of marine AOA and NOB to determine cell-specific rates of ammonia and nitrite oxidation and dissolved inorganic C (DIC) fixation. Combining the culture-based measurements with in situ data, we estimated the apparent DIC-fixation efficiency normalized with the oxidized N and consumed energy by AOA and NOB. Finally, to investigate the broader implications of our findings, we synthesized our observations of rates, kinetics, and efficiencies with steady-state balances from a microbial ecosystem model with explicit descriptions of nitrifying populations. This synthesis revealed a mechanistic basis for the matched flux of N through each of the two steps of oxidation and, in addition, that affinity-matched coupling of the two populations acts to maintain nitrite at consistently low concentrations.

Results and Discussion {#s1}
======================

Disparity in C-Fixation Efficiencies per N Oxidation between Marine AOA and NOB. {#s2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As has been found in many parts of the oceans ([@r12], [@r13]), AOA were one to two orders of magnitude more abundant than NOB (sum of *Nitrospira* and *Nitrospina*; Wilcoxon, *P* \< 0.01) in the SCS and WP ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2 *A*--*C* and *SI Texts* S1--S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)). Based on the striking differences in abundance between AOA and NOB in the ocean, DIC fixation and, hence, biomass production might be expected to differ substantially between AOA and NOB. We examined the stoichiometric relations between DIC fixation and ammonia versus nitrite oxidation using cultures of *N. maritimus* SCM1, *Nitrospira moscoviensis* NSP M-1, and *Nitrospina gracilis* 3/211 at temperatures similar to vast areas of the ocean's epipelagic waters ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3 and *SI Text* S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)). The cell-specific nitrite-oxidation rates of NSP M-1 and 3/211 were twofold and 10-fold higher, respectively, than cell-specific ammonia-oxidation rates of SCM1 ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3 *C*, *G*, and *K*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)). The cell-specific oxidation rates measured in the cultures closely resembled the average cell-specific oxidation rates of AOA and NOB determined in the oceanic water column ([Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}). The cell-specific DIC-fixation rates of SCM1 were similar to those of NSP M-1 and 3/211 ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3 *C*, *G*, and *K*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)). Taken together, the measured activities confirmed the expected higher C yield per N oxidized of SCM1 than in all NOB strains ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3 *D*, *H*, and *L*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)). The culture-based DIC-fixation efficiency of marine AOA based on our analysis of strain SCM1 and a previous analysis of three additional marine strains ([@r24]) ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) was 3.4 times higher than that of the NOB *Nitrospira* and *Nitrospina* (0.0729 versus 0.0216 mol of C fixed per mol of N oxidized) ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). This ratio of 3.4 is supported by the ratio of free energy available from ammonia oxidation and nitrite oxidation of ∼3.7 under standard conditions ([@r5]), as well as the almost identical (1.1 versus 1) apparent energy requirements (unit energy consumption per mol of C fixed) of the thaumarchaeotal HP/HB C fixation and the reductive tricarboxylic acid (rTCA) cycle operational in *Nitrospira*- and *Nitrospina*-like NOB. This ratio is in agreement with the redox-based prediction of Zakem et al. ([@r25]) of a threefold difference in biomass N synthesis yield per mol of dissolved inorganic N (DIN) used between AOA and NOB.

###### 

Ammonia and nitrite oxidation and DIC-fixation rates

  Zone                                                                                        Surface   Euphotic zone   Bottom of euphotic zone   Upper mesopelagic zone   Lower mesopelagic zone
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------- --------------- ------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------
  Depth (m)                                                                                   25        50 to 150       200 to 300                350 to 450               500 to 1,000
  PAR                                                                                         99.80     65.40 to 1.13   0.14 to 0                 0                        0
  NH~4~^+^ (nM)[^†^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                              88        46.63           30                        30.25                    25.30
  NO~2~^−^ (nM)[^†^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                              10        91.63           56.25                     18.50                    19.65
  NO~3~^−^ (μM)[^†^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                              0.07      2.12            2.76                      12.33                    34.67
  NH~4~^+^ oxidation rate (nM N per d)[^†^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                       0.11      17.91           8.56                      0.42                     0.05
  NO~2~^−^ oxidation rate (nM N per d)[^†^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                       0.01      9.27            9.48                      3.53                     0.12
  Archaeal *amoA* gene abundance (10^5^ copies per L)\*^,^[^†^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.02      31.12           24.38                     15.04                    12.01
  NOB 16S rRNA gene abundance (10^5^ copies per L)\*^,^[^†^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}      0.07      2.53            2.47                      1.55                     1.42
  NH~4~^+^ oxidation rate per cell (fmol of N per cell per d)                                 55.08     5.76            3.51                      0.28                     0.04
  NO~2~^−^ oxidation rate per cell (fmol of N per cell per d)                                 1.25      36.64           38.38                     22.77                    0.85
  Estimated AOA DIC-fixation rate (nM C per d)                                                0.008     1.31            0.62                      0.03                     0.004
  Estimated NOB DIC-fixation rate (nM C per d)                                                0.0002    0.20            0.20                      0.08                     0.003

^15^N-labeled ammonium (NH~4~^+^) and nitrite (NO~2~^−^) oxidation rates, archaeal *amoA* gene and NOB (sum of *Nitrospira* and *Nitrospina*) 16S rRNA gene abundances, and estimated AOA and NOB DIC-fixation rates at site W2 in the WP. PAR, photosynthetically active radiation in μmol of photons per m^2^⋅s^−1^. \**P* \< 0.05, AOA *amoA* gene and NOB 16S rRNA gene abundance were positively correlated to NH~4~^+^ and NO~2~^−^ oxidation rate, respectively.

Data were depth-weighted averages of the corresponding zone.

![Activity parameters of selected AOA and NOB strains determined under controlled laboratory conditions. Additionally, three marine AOA strains (*Nitrosopumilus ureaphilus* PS0, *N. cobalaminigenes* HCA1, and *N. oxyclinea* HCE1) determined in a previous study are added ([@r24]). Means ± SDs are given. The error bars represent SDs of biological replicates (*n* = 3). One square representing *Nitrospina* has no SDs, as culture volumes are very small, and biological replicates are not available. Stoichiometric relationships (type I regression) between cell-specific ammonia and nitrite oxidization and DIC-fixation rates are obtained. The two blue dashed lines indicate the theoretical predictions of efficiencies from Zakem et al. ([@r25]) (with a slope threefold lower than the red regression line) and the thermodynamic free energy (with a slope fourfold lower).](pnas.1912367117fig01){#fig01}

Since the C-fixation rates of AOA and NOB reflect the energy available from the respective nitrification redox reactions, the rates should be sensitive to the ambient concentrations of the DIN species. For example, because of the significant accumulation of nitrate at depth (up to 37 μM), nitrite oxidation is expected to be energetically less favorable in the deep ocean than in the upper ocean, as nitrate concentrations are in the submicromolar to low-micromolar range in surface waters ([Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}). Accordingly, we modeled the change in relative free energy of these two consecutive nitrification reactions in shallow and deep waters with distinct concentrations of DIN ([*SI Appendix*, *SI Text S5*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)). We found that the relative free energy available for the two reactions in the upper oceans is congruent with the theoretical values calculated under the standard condition (∼3.7 J/J for ammonia relative to nitrite oxidation). In contrast, as nitrate concentration increases and nitrite concentration decreases in the dark ocean, ammonia oxidation may yield nearly 4.5 times more energy than nitrite oxidation ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)), a 20% increase in relative yield. Taking the minor difference of the apparent energetic requirements for DIC fixation (1.1 versus 1) of AOA and NOB into account, the DIC-fixation efficiency of AOA per N oxidation is up to ∼4.1 times higher than that of the NOB populations in the dark ocean. Taken together, the culture-based experiments, previous theoretical and empirical estimates ([@r25]), as well as the thermodynamic calculations reveal an approximately threefold to fourfold higher DIC-fixation efficiency in AOA than for NOB *Nitrospira* and *Nitrospina* in the ocean ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).

Homeostasis of Ammonia and Nitrite Oxidation. {#s3}
---------------------------------------------

Ammonia- and nitrite-oxidation rates measured by using ^15^N-labeled compounds ([Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)) indicated that bulk ammonia-oxidation rates were higher than nitrite oxidation in the epipelagic zone (25 to 150 m; Wilcoxon, *P* \< 0.05). Below the epipelagic zone, however, the inferred bulk nitrite-oxidation rates were higher than the bulk ammonia-oxidation rates (Wilcoxon, *P* \< 0.05; [Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}). Similar observations of higher nitrite-oxidation capacity in the mesopelagic layer have also been made in the North Atlantic Ocean ([@r26], [@r27]) and Southern California Bight ([@r28], [@r29]) by using the ^15^N tracer method. This suggests that ammonia oxidation is the rate-limiting step in nitrification, and, in the mesopelagic layer, NOB have the potential to immediately oxidize the nitrite produced from ammonia oxidation so that the two nitrification steps become tightly coupled in the ocean's interior. Thus, our observations confirm the assumption that homeostasis is maintained, which we define here as balanced (relatively equal) ammonia- and nitrite-oxidation rates ([*Materials and Methods*](#s6){ref-type="sec"}). Only time-varying pulses of organic matter ([@r30]) might result in an ephemeral decoupling of the two steps, resulting in nitrite accumulation, if ammonia-oxidization rates increase more than nitrite oxidization through a rapid response to increased concentrations of ammonia.

Since the production of nitrite at depth is mainly controlled by the rate of ammonia oxidation ([@r25]), and the concentration of nitrite decreases with depth and diminishing ammonia concentration, we anticipated that the affinity of NOB for nitrite would increase with depth. The affinity was estimated by using Michaelis--Menten kinetics of ammonia oxidation ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)) and nitrite oxidation ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Remarkably, the in situ *K*~s~ values for nitrite oxidation were orders of magnitude lower than the *K*~m~ values of cultured representatives and varied over an order of magnitude between depths of 75 and 200 m in the SCS ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). The low *K*~s~ values for nitrite oxidation (*K*~s~ = 27 to 506 nM) are comparable to those for in situ ammonia oxidation previously reported in the Eastern Tropical South Pacific (ETSP) (27.2 ± 4.4 nM) ([@r15]), Puget Sound Hood Canal (98 ± 14 nM) ([@r16]), Sargasso Sea (65 ± 41 nM) ([@r17]), and the SCS (60.6 to 167.6 nM) ([@r18]) as well as in the present study (80.9 ± 66.4 nM) ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, the *K*~s~ values of both in situ ammonia and nitrite oxidation decreased with depth overall ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)). The kinetic constants were extended to mesopelagic waters by using simple models of an exponential fit of these measurements, suggesting exceptionally low in situ *K*~s~ values at depth that were undetectable by the ^15^NH~4~^+^/^15^NO~2~^−^ isotope technique ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S7 *A* and *B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)). These analyses confirm the inherent capacity for in situ coupling of these two nitrification steps. Coupling was consistent with measured in situ abundance data, showing that archaeal *amoA* and NOB 16S rRNA gene abundances were positively correlated to the ammonia-oxidation (*R* = 0.88, *P* \< 0.05) and nitrite-oxidation (*R* = 0.94, *P* \< 0.05) rates, respectively ([Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}). Thus, nitrifying populations at depth have a potential to draw down both ammonia and nitrite to very low concentrations ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S7](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)).

![Michaelis--Menten kinetics of nitrite oxidation. Nitrite-oxidation rates were measured at different substrate concentrations at five depths between 75 and 200 m of site S6 in the SCS. Measured rates were obtained from the slope of the linear regression of six independent time-course bottles ([*SI Appendix*, *Materials and Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)). Error bars represent the SE of the regression coefficient. The solid lines were fitted by using the Michaelis--Menten equation. *R*^2^, coefficients (*V*~max~ and *K*~s~) of the best fit, and their SEs are shown. (*Left*) Shows all the data; (*Right*) shows the range 0 to 500 nM NO~2~^−^ concentration.](pnas.1912367117fig02){#fig02}

![Ammonia affinities of AOA and ammonia-oxidizing bacteria (AOB) and nitrite affinities of NOB. *K*~m~ (*K*~s~) values of members of the genera *Ca.* Nitrosoglobus (upper left triangle) ([@r19]), *Nitrosomonas* (upper right triangles) ([@r19], [@r52][@r53]‒[@r54]), *Nitrosospira* (lower left triangles) ([@r19], [@r55], [@r56]), *Nitrosococcus* (lower right triangle) ([@r19]), *Nitrospira* (comammox) (circles) ([@r19]), *Ca.* Nitrosotenuis (down-pointing triangles) ([@r19]), *Nitrososphaera* (ellipses) ([@r19]), *Nitrosarchaeum* (stars) ([@r19]), and *Nitrosopumilus* (pentacle) ([@r10]), and in situ communities (squares) from the ETSP ([@r15]), Puget Sound Hood Canal ([@r16]), Sargasso Sea ([@r17]), SCS ([@r18]), and the WP (this study is marked in bold; the error bar represents the SE of the estimated coefficient) for ammonia oxidation are shown on the left; *K*~m~ (*K*~s~) values of members of the genera *Nitrospina* (hexagon) ([@r20]), *Nitrococcus* (diamond) ([@r20]), *Nitrospira* (circles) ([@r19][@r20]--[@r21]), *Nitrotoga* (fork) ([@r21]), *Nitrobacter* (triangles) ([@r20], [@r21]), *Nitrolancea* (cross) ([@r22]), and in situ communities (squares) from the ETNP ([@r23]) and the SCS (this study is marked in bold; error bars represent the SE of the estimated coefficient) for nitrite oxidation are shown on the right. Cultures were derived from ocean (dark blue), oceanic oxygen-deficient water (black), freshwater (light blue), activated sludge (green), soil (orange), biofilm (yellow), bioreactor (purple), and hot spring/well water (red). Filled symbols indicate pure culture; open symbols indicate mixed culture/enrichment or in situ community. *Ca.*, *Candidatus*. The values obtained from refs. [@r19] and [@r21] are also from references in the two articles. −, the error bars are obtained from references.](pnas.1912367117fig03){#fig03}

Consistency of Observed Nitrification Homeostasis with Model Predictions. {#s4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

We compared the observations with theoretical balances from a model of the nitrification ecosystem (ref. [@r25] and [*Materials and Methods*](#s6){ref-type="sec"}) to gain further insight into the activities and loss rates of the nitrifying populations in the dark ocean. As outlined in Zakem et al. ([@r25]), the steady-state concentrations (subsistence resource concentrations *R\**) of ammonia and nitrite at depth can be expressed as functions of the uptake affinities, yields (mol of biomass synthesized per mol of N oxidized), and loss rates of the nitrifier populations in accordance with resource-competition theory ([*Materials and Methods*](#s6){ref-type="sec"}). The biomass yields are directly proportional to the DIC-fixation efficiencies (mol of C fixed per mol of N oxidized). Our measurements indicate that, at a given depth in the ocean, both in situ affinities and concentrations of ammonia are of similar magnitude to the in situ affinities and concentrations of nitrite ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}). Additionally, the observed DIC-fixation efficiency is threefold to fourfold higher for ammonia oxidizers than for nitrite oxidizers ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that AOA can yield threefold to fourfold more biomass than NOB for the same amount of N oxidation, which is consistent with the theoretical threefold difference in yield and maximum growth rate from the redox-based model ([*Materials and Methods*](#s6){ref-type="sec"}). We use *R\** to further predict that the threefold to fourfold difference in efficiency must be compensated by a three-time-higher loss rate in order to obtain the same ammonia and nitrite concentrations at depth as observed here. We speculate that an approximately threefold higher loss rate of the AOA relative to NOB might be caused by higher mortality or maintenance requirements at depth. In support of this speculation, recent marine viral metagenomic studies report that the AOA *amoC* is common in marine viral genomes ([@r31], [@r32]). This suggests that AOA, as one of the most abundant and ubiquitous microbes in the ocean, are frequently infected and lysed by marine viruses. In contrast, the much lower abundance of NOB may result in less grazing pressure and viral lysis than in AOA. This assumption is supported by the experiments performed in both mesocosms and in situ. It has been shown in oceanic surface sediments that the impact of viral infection is higher on *Thaumarchaeota* than on bacteria, accounting for up to one-third of the total microbial biomass lysed ([@r33]).

Our observations ([Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"} and [*SI Appendix*, Figs. S2 *A*--*C* and S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)) confirm the predictions made by the redox-informed ecosystem model of higher abundances of AOA relative to NOB, as well as of the equal rates of ammonia and nitrite oxidation in the dark ocean. Specifically, estimated differences in yield and in cell size (10-fold higher N cell quota for NOB than AOA) ([@r25]) predict at least an order of magnitude higher abundance of AOA relative to NOB ([*Materials and Methods*](#s6){ref-type="sec"}), which is consistent with our observed difference of one to two orders of magnitude. The similar ammonia- and nitrite-oxidation rates, both observed and theoretically predicted, indicate that the rates of the sequential steps of nitrification are largely set by the flux of sinking organic N into the deeper layers of the ocean (refs. [@r17], [@r25], [@r29], [@r34], and [@r35] and [*Materials and Methods*](#s6){ref-type="sec"}).

Dark C Fixation Maintained by Ammonia and Nitrite Oxidation. {#s5}
------------------------------------------------------------

Applying C-fixation efficiency parameters for AOA and NOB to the in situ ammonia- and nitrite-oxidation rates, 0.4 to 3.1 times higher bulk dark DIC-fixation rates of ammonia than nitrite oxidizers were obtained for the mesopelagic waters of the WP ([Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, the depth profiles of ammonia- and nitrite-oxidation rates below the euphotic zone of the WP and SCS were fitted into the Martin curve by using a power-law equation ([@r36]) ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)). Globally integrated ammonia and nitrite oxidation are 1.61 ± 0.25 × 10^14^ mol of N per year (mean ± 95% CI) and 2.28 ± 0.53 × 10^14^ mol of N per year, respectively, by extrapolating the WP values to the entire volume of the ocean below the euphotic zone ([*SI Appendix*, *Materials and Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)), and 1.3 ± 0.33 × 10^14^ mol of N per year and 1.37 ± 0.07 × 10^14^ mol of N per year by extrapolating the SCS values. This translates into a global oceanic DIC fixation of 1.2 × 10^13^ mol of C per year for AOA and 0.5 × 10^13^ mol of C per year for NOB based on the in situ ammonia- and nitrite-oxidation rates at the WP and 0.9 × 10^13^ mol of C per year for AOA and 0.3 × 10^13^ mol of C per year for NOB based on the in situ oxidation rates at the SCS. These global ammonia-oxidation rates below the euphotic zone represent ∼40 to ∼50% of the N released (3.3 × 10^14^ mol of N per year) ([@r37]) by mineralization of global export production (2.2 × 10^15^ mol of C per year) in the mesopelagic and bathypelagic zones of the ocean ([@r38]). Thus, these global rates of dark-ocean DIC fixation by ammonia oxidizers are around half of the estimate, assuming that all ammonia generated from mineralization in the ocean's interior is oxidized by AOA. The other half of the released N is probably assimilated by the heterotrophic food web and/or removed through denitrification or anammox in the oxygen minimum zones. These C-fixation rates are also in close agreement with the global simulation of Zakem et al. ([@r25]), which estimates that total DIC fixation associated with ammonia oxidation and nitrite oxidation is 1 × 10^13^ and 0.26 × 10^13^ mol of C per year, respectively. In the simulation, the approximately fourfold, rather than approximately threefold, difference is due to the fact that the higher maximum growth rate of ammonia oxidizers allows them to more efficiently compete with phytoplankton for DIN in the lower epipelagic waters.

The relative contributions of marine AOA and NOB to total DIC fixation in the dark ocean have also been inferred from single-cell analyses in the western North Atlantic ([@r11]). Pachiadaki et al. ([@r11]) estimated that the global dark-ocean DIC fixation by NOB is one order of magnitude higher than that by AOA. However, extremely unbalanced ammonia and nitrite fluxes would be required to establish such relationships of DIC fixation reported by Pachiadaki et al. ([@r11]), which would essentially break the homeostatic balance of nitrification in the dark ocean. Our data suggest that the nitrite oxidation-based autotrophy contributes only a minor fraction to the total DIC fixation and thus biomass production of NOB in the dark ocean. However, as catalyzed reporter deposition-fluorescence in situ hybridization combined with microautoradiography analyses provide estimates of C fixation derived from all possible energy sources, it is possible that the higher DIC fixation of NOB is supported by other unidentified energy sources.

Our metatranscriptomic analysis indicated that the dark-ocean NOB might be metabolically flexible. In addition to the highly expressed transcripts involved in nitrite oxidation ([*SI Appendix*, *SI Text S6*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)), notably, transcripts of genes for sulfur oxidation were abundant in the *Nitrospira*-affiliated metatranscriptome at 200-m depth, and transcripts of the genes encoding the carbon monoxide dehydrogenase (CODH) were abundant in the metatranscriptome of *Nitrospina* from 200- and 3,000-m depth ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Tables S1 and S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)). *Nitrospina*-affiliated CODH genes were also actively expressed in metatranscriptomes from the ETSP and ETNP ([@r39], [@r40]). Since aerobic CODHs might oxidize carbon monoxide (CO) ([@r41]), CO could serve as an alternative energy source for NOB. However, given the rather low free energy available from CO oxidization (−20 kJ⋅mol^−1^) ([@r42]), it is unlikely that CO could support significant chemoautotrophic growth of NOB. DIC fixation with biogenic sulfur compounds as energy source is estimated to be about 10× lower than DIC fixation from nitrification (table 3 in ref. [@r43]). We therefore consider that NOB production may be up to about 10% higher if NOB carry out all of this sulfur oxidation. This higher yield and a lower yield from thermodynamic effects at depth ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)) constrained the lower (2.7-fold) and upper (4.1-fold) boundaries of the relative DIC-fixation efficiencies between AOA and NOB under the homeostatic control of the overall nitrification process in the dark ocean. These analyses also point toward unaccounted-for energy sources supporting DIC fixation at depth.

![Gene transcription in AOA and NOB. Relative transcript abundances of phylogenetic taxa and of genes encoding enzymes involved in the N cycle, C metabolism, and sulfur cycle in metatranscriptomes are shown. For the C-fixation pathway, dark circles indicate relative transcript abundances of genes encoding essential/key enzymes ([*SI Appendix*, Table S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)); light circles indicate relative transcript abundances of all genes encoding enzymes involved in each pathway. *Amo*, ammonia monooxygenase; *Apr*, adenylylsulfate reductase; CBB, Calvin Benson Basham cycle; *CysC*, adenylyl-sulfate kinase; *CysH*, phosphoadenosine phosphosulfate reductase; *Dsr*, dissimilatory sulfite reductase; *Nir*, nitrite reductase; *Nxr*, nitrite oxidoreductase; *Sat*, sulfate adenylyltransferase; *Sir*, sulfite reductase; SOB, sulfur-oxidizing bacteria.](pnas.1912367117fig04){#fig04}

Taken together, our findings indicate a substantial eco-physiological disparity between marine AOA and NOB. AOA are more abundant, with smaller cell sizes and lower cell-specific N-oxidation rates than NOB. The lower cell-specific ammonia-oxidation rates of AOA as compared to the cell-specific nitrite-oxidation rates of NOB are compensated by the higher abundance of AOA, resulting in similar bulk ammonia-and nitrite-oxidation rates in the oceanic water column. However, more free energy available from ammonia oxidation than nitrite oxidation results in three to four times higher DIC-fixation efficiency in AOA than in NOB *Nitrospira* and *Nitrospina* due to the nearly equal apparent energy requirements of their DIC fixation. Our observations confirm the redox-based prediction of an approximately threefold higher maximum growth rate of the AOA than NOB, and we speculate that an approximately threefold higher loss rate of AOA than NOB may also differentiate the populations. In addition, the affinities of both AOA and NOB for ammonia and nitrite, respectively, are similar and increase with depth and substrate limitation. Therefore, the equal affinities, the approximately threefold-higher efficiency, and an approximately threefold-higher loss rate of the AOA relative to NOB in the dark ocean allow for approximately equally low ammonia and nitrite concentrations at depth amid homeostasis of the two-step nitrification process. Moreover, the matched high affinity of AOA and NOB may allow the system to be maintained closer to homeostasis more often, given time-varying rates of surface primary production and subsequent export of reduced N to depth.

Collectively, homeostasis in the lower epipelagic and mesopelagic N cycle is characterized by an interplay of contrasting life strategies of ammonia- and nitrite-oxidizing microbial assemblages with similar affinities maintaining nearly equal oxidation rates of their respective N substrates in the energy-poor environment of the dark ocean. Our analysis suggests that chemoautotrophic nitrification is associated with a global C-fixation rate of ∼1 × 10^13^ to ∼2 × 10^13^ mol of C per year in the dark ocean.

Materials and Methods {#s6}
=====================

Oceanographic Observations. {#s7}
---------------------------

Seawater samples were collected from the SCS during research cruises in September 2014, May 2016, and June 2017, as well as from the WP during research cruises in April and August 2015 ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)). Nutrient concentrations below the nitracline were measured by using a four-channel continuous-flow Technicon AA3 Auto-Analyzer. The detection limits for NO~3~^−^ and NO~2~^−^ were 0.1 and 0.04 μmol⋅L^−1^, respectively, with a precision better than 1% and 3%. For samples collected above the nitracline, NO~3~^−^ and NO~2~^−^ concentrations were determined by the standard colorimetric method coupled with a flow-injection analysis--liquid waveguide capillary cell system (World Precision Instruments) ([@r44]); the detection limit was 5 nmol⋅L^−1^, and precision was better than 3.1%. NH~4~^+^ concentrations were measured on board by using a modified fluorometric method with a detection limit of 1.2 nmol⋅L^−1^ and a precision of ±3.5% ([@r45]).

Abundances of the archaeal and β-proteobacterial *amoA* genes, thaumarchaeal (MGI) 16S rRNA genes, *Nitrospira* and *Nitrospina* 16S rRNA genes, and archaeal *accA* genes were quantified by using qPCR. For each sample, about 100 L of seawater was collected for metatranscriptomics analysis. De novo assembly of the quality-filtered reads was performed by using Trinity with default settings ([@r46]). The unigenes were blasted against public databases, including National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) nonredundant protein, Swiss-Prot, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes, Clusters of Orthologous Groups, and Gene Ontology (BLASTX; E value \< 10^−5^). To assess the quality of assembly, reads of each sample were mapped back to the merged unigenes by using Bowtie2 (Version 2.2.5) with the setting of one mismatch in the seed alignment ([@r47]). Detailed information on the experimental procedures and functional assignments can be found in [*SI Appendix*, *Materials and Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental).

Incubations to determine ammonia- and nitrite-oxidation rates were conducted on deck by using the ^15^N-labeling technique. All incubations were carried out in the dark at in situ (±1 °C) temperature for 12 h. Each incubation was performed in triplicate. δ^15^N of NO~2~^−^ was determined by using the azide-reduction method ([@r48]). δ^15^N of NO~3~^−^ was determined by using the bacterial method ([@r49]). The N~2~O converted from NO~2~^−^ or NO~3~^−^ was introduced to a gas-chromatography isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS; Thermo Delta V Advantage) coupled with an online N~2~O cryogenic extraction and purification system. Accuracy (pooled SD) was better than ±0.2‰ for the bacterial method and ±0.4‰ for the azide-reduction method. Ammonia- and nitrite-oxidation rates were primarily determined by the accumulation of ^15^N in the product pool relative to the initial. For ammonia- and nitrite-oxidation kinetics, the dependence of NH~4~^+^ or NO~2~^−^ oxidation rates on substrate concentration was investigated by using five different concentrations of ^15^N--NH~4~^+^ (0.03, 0.048, 0.096, 0.4, and 2 μM; 98% of ^15^N atom; Sigma-Aldrich) or ^15^N--NO~2~^−^ (0.03, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 2 μM; 98% of ^15^N atom; Sigma-Aldrich). Time-series incubations were carried out in a thermostat incubator at in situ (±1 °C) temperature in the dark. Incubations were performed in duplicate. δ^15^N of NO~2~^−^ and NO~3~^−^ was measured as described above. Detailed information on the experimental procedures and the equations to quantify the transformation rate of bulk substrate and estimate the kinetics constants (*V*~max~ and *K*~s~) can be found in [*SI Appendix*, *Materials and Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental).

Laboratory Experiments. {#s8}
-----------------------

Incubation experiments with the strains *N. maritimus* SCM1, *N. moscoviensis* NSP M-1, and *N. gracilis* 3/211 ([*SI Appendix*, *Materials and Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental)) were set up in a total of 155 polycarbonate bottles (500 mL volume) or Erlenmeyer flasks (300 mL volume), with initial cell abundances of ∼6 × 10^5^, ∼1 × 10^6^, and 6 × 10^5^ to 7 × 10^5^ cells per mL. Samples were generally collected in the exponential and stationary phase at 1- to 2-d intervals. Cell abundances were determined by using an Accuri C6 flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). DNA and RNA were extracted by using an All Prep DNA and RNA extraction kit (Qiagen). The concentration of inorganic N species was determined as described above. Ammonia- and nitrite-oxidation rates were measured by using ^15^N--NH~4~^+^ and ^15^N--NO~2~^−^, respectively. The tracer concentrations were about 10% of substrate concentration. DIC-fixation rates were quantified by using ^13^C--HCO~3~^−^ as tracer with a concentration of around 100 μmol⋅L^−1^. The concentrations and δ^15^N of nitrite and nitrate were measured as described above, and δ^13^C of particulate organic C was measured by using an elemental-analyzer IRMS (Thermo Finnigan Flash EA 2000 interfaced to an Delta V^PLUS^ isotopic ratio mass spectrometer) system with a precision \< ±0.4‰.

Steady-State Nitrification Balances in the Dark Ocean. {#s9}
------------------------------------------------------

We examined the steady-state balances from the microbial ecosystem model of Zakem et al. ([@r25]) with explicit nitrifying populations. We included only the terms applicable to the aphotic zone (i.e., no phytoplankton), and we assumed no transport. With these simplifications, relevant equations for the nitrification system in the dark ocean are:$$\frac{dNH_{4}^{+}}{dt} = \left( {\frac{1}{y_{D}} - 1} \right)\mu_{het}B_{het} - \frac{1}{y_{NH_{4}}}\,\mu_{AOA}B_{AOA},$$$$\frac{dNO_{2}^{-}}{dt} = \left( {\frac{1}{y_{NH_{4}}} - 1} \right)\mu_{AOA}B_{AOA} - \frac{1}{y_{NO_{2}}}\,\mu_{NOB}B_{NOB},$$$$\frac{dB_{AOA}}{dt} = B_{AOA}\left( {\mu_{AOA} - L_{AOA}} \right),$$$$\frac{dB_{NOB}}{dt} = B_{NOB}\left( {\mu_{NOB} - L_{NOB}} \right),$$

where *B*~*het*~, *B*~*AOA*~, and *B*~*NOB*~ (mol of N per liter) are the biomasses of heterotrophic bacteria, ammonia-oxidizing organisms, and nitrite-oxidizing organisms, respectively. Growth rate *μ*~*i*~ (d^--1^) and loss rate *L*~*i*~ are specific for each population *i*. Here, we neglect explicit representation of zooplankton, though for our purposes, *B*~*het*~ may represent the total heterotrophic population, both zooplankton and microbial. Yield *y*~*i*~ (mol of biomass N per mol of DIN or organic detritus utilized) is the yield with respect to biomass for each population. *D* represents organic detritus.

### Nitrifier growth rates. {#s10}

As in Zakem et al. ([@r25]), growth rate *μ* (d^−1^) for each microbial population is expressed as a function of the yield *y* (mol of biomass N per mol of utilized N), the maximum specific resource uptake rate *V*~*max*~ (mol of N per mol of biomass N per d), and a half-saturation concentration *K* (mol of N per liter). For the two nitrifying populations, the modeled growth rates are:$$\mu_{AOA} = \mu_{AOA}^{max}\frac{\left\lbrack {NH_{4}^{+}} \right\rbrack}{K_{NH_{4}} + \left\lbrack {NH_{4}^{+}} \right\rbrack} = y_{NH_{4}}V_{max}\frac{\left\lbrack {NH_{4}^{+}} \right\rbrack}{K_{NH_{4}} + \left\lbrack {NH_{4}^{+}} \right\rbrack},$$$$\mu_{NOB} = \mu_{NOB}^{max}\frac{\left\lbrack {NO_{2}^{-}} \right\rbrack}{K_{NO_{2}} + \left\lbrack {NO_{2}^{-}} \right\rbrack} = y_{NO_{2}}V_{max}\frac{\left\lbrack {NO_{2}^{-}} \right\rbrack}{K_{NO_{2}} + \left\lbrack {NO_{2}^{-}} \right\rbrack},$$

where $\mu_{AOA}^{max}$ and $\mu_{NOB}^{max}$ are the maximum growth rates (*yV*~*max*~). At steady state, the growth rate equals the loss rate (*μ*~*i*~ = *L*~*i*~) when the population is sustainable in the environment.

### Ammonia and nitrite concentrations. {#s11}

Using the resource ratio framework ([@r50], [@r51]), the ambient concentrations of ammonia and nitrite can be related to the nitrifier yields, loss rates, and uptake kinetic parameters. As outlined in Zakem et al. ([@r25]), the subsistence concentration (*R\**) that limits the growth of each nitrifying population is:$$R^{*} = \frac{KL}{yV_{max} - L}.$$

For simplification, we can assume that the maximum growth rate is substantially higher than the loss rate, and so neglect *L* in the denominator, and we can refer to substrate affinity *V*~*max*~*K*^*−1*^ as affinity α. This gives the ratio of ammonia to nitrite at steady state as:$$\left\lbrack {NH_{4}^{+}} \right\rbrack^{*}:\left\lbrack {NO_{2}^{-}} \right\rbrack^{*} = \frac{y_{NO_{2}}}{y_{NH_{4}}}\frac{L_{AOA}}{L_{NOB}}\frac{\alpha_{NOB}}{\alpha_{AOA}}.$$

The published model solutions ([@r25]) predicted that nitrite concentrations should be higher than ammonia concentrations at depth due to a threefold difference in efficiency if uptake kinetics and affinities (*V*~*max*~ and *K*) are equal. This reflected a parameterization of loss rates that resulted in equal specific loss rates (balanced by the in situ growth rates) for the two populations. According to [Eq. **8**](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}, if the yield is threefold higher for ammonia-oxidizers, and all else is equal, \[NH~4~^+^\]\*:\[NO~2~^−^\]\* is ∼1:3. If the loss rate is also threefold higher, then \[NH~4~^+^\]\*:\[NO~2~^−^\]\* is ∼1:1, matching our observations. Thus, we use a combination of theory and observations to provide a constraint on the loss rates of the nitrifying populations in the deep ocean.

### Bulk nitrification rates. {#s12}

Assuming (1 − *y*~*D*~) ≈ (1 − *y*~*NH4*~) ≈ 1, [Eqs. **1**](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [**2**](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be approximated as:$$\frac{dNH_{4}^{+}}{dt} \approx \frac{1}{y_{D}}\,\mu_{het}B_{het} - \frac{1}{y_{NH_{4}}}\,\mu_{AOA}B_{AOA},$$$$\frac{dNO_{2}^{-}}{dt} \approx \frac{1}{y_{NH_{4}}}\,\mu_{AOA}B_{AOA} - \frac{1}{y_{NO_{2}}}\,\mu_{NOB}B_{NOB}.$$

At steady state (*dNH*~*4*~^*+*^/*dt* = *dNO*~*2*~^*--*^/*dt* = 0), [Eqs. **9**](#eq9){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [**10**](#eq10){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be combined as:$$\frac{1}{y_{D}}\,\mu_{het}B_{het} = \frac{1}{y_{NH_{4}}}\,\mu_{AOA}B_{AOA} = \frac{1}{y_{NO_{2}}}\,\mu_{NOB}B_{NOB},$$

where the left term is the excretion rate of ammonia by heterotrophs, the center term is the ammonia-oxidation rate, and the right term is the nitrite-oxidation rate. This indicates that the ammonia- and nitrite-oxidation rates must be equal when the steady-state approximation is valid, pending no other sinks of ammonia or sources or sinks of nitrite, and, furthermore, that these nitrification rates must equal the rate of ammonia excretion from associated heterotrophic consumption of organic matter.

### Nitrifier biomass and abundances. {#s13}

From [Eq. **11**](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and assuming steady-state growth for the microbial populations (*μ*~*i*~ = *L*~*i*~), we can derive an expression for the relative biomass concentrations of the two nitrifying populations as:$$\frac{B_{AOA}}{B_{NOB}} = \frac{y_{NH_{4}}}{y_{NO_{2}}}\frac{L_{NOB}}{L_{AOA}}.$$

Our observations match the redox-based estimate that *y*~*NH4*~ for AOA is about threefold higher than *y*~*NO2*~ for NOB. Above, we also speculated that the loss rate *L*~*AOA*~ may be threefold higher than *L*~*NOB*~ at depth. Inserting these equivalencies into [Eq. **12**](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"} suggests that the biomasses of the two populations may be approximately equal $\left( {\frac{B_{AOA}}{B_{NOB}} \approx 1} \right)$.

Cell abundances *X* (cells per liter) can be calculated from biomass concentration *B* (mol of biomass N per liter) with an estimate of cell quota *Q* (mol of N per cell) as *X* = *BQ*^*−1*^. Thus, the relative cellular abundances of the two nitrifying populations can be estimated as:$$\frac{X_{AOA}}{X_{NOB}} = \frac{B_{AOA}}{B_{NOB}}\frac{Q_{NOB}}{Q_{AOA}}.$$

If NOB is much larger (i.e., has a larger quota) than AOA, then cellular abundances of AOA will be much higher, even if biomasses are equal. An estimated a 10-fold higher N cell quota for NOB than AOA ([@r25]) predicts that AOA should have a 10-fold higher cell abundance than NOB, which is consistent with our observations.

Data Availability. {#s14}
------------------

Data supporting the findings of this study are available in this article and [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1912367117/-/DCSupplemental). The metatranscriptomics data sets were deposited in the Short Reads Archive (NCBI) under accession nos. SRR5518753, SRR5515070, and SRR5518752. The transcriptome shotgun assembly project was deposited at DNA Data Bank of Japan/European Molecular Biology Laboratory/GenBank under the accession no. GGEF00000000. The version described in this paper is the first version, GGEF00000000. The Fortran code for the MATLAB code for the thermodynamic analyses are available at <https://github.com/emilyzakem/ZhangLabXMU>.
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